Dr. Mutulu Shakur TRIBUTE/FUNDRAISER
Get the real story that BET left out about Tupacs father Mutulu

FEATURING
Tahir of RBG Crew (Dead Prez Producer)
Mike Flo, Ishues, Melaphyre

SPECIAL GUESTS: The Outlawz, Professor Griff, Zayd, Mopreme Shakur and the Shakur Family, Big Nal

HOSTED BY: UNO The Prophet & Ife Jie

MUSIC BY: DJ Sol Messiah & Jet Sunz

Wed., Nov. 26, 2008
@ The Five Spot,
1123 Euclid Ave. Atlanta, Ga. 30307
Doors open @ 9pm | Showtime @ 10pm

For More Info/Vending: 404-457-7838 IRAS